INTRODUCTION
The statistical study presented in the following pages may be best defined as an attempt to construct, on the basis of available statistical materials, a Tableau Economique of the United
States for the year i9i9.1
One hundred and fifty years ago, when Quesnay first published his famous schema, his contemporaries and disciples acclaimed it as the greatest "invention" since Newton's laws. The idea of general interdependence existing among the various parts of the economic system has become by now the very foundation of economic analysis. And yet, when it comes to the practical application of this theoretical tool, modern economists must rely exactly as Quesnay did upon fictitious numerical examples. What would be the present state of the theory and policy of international trade if, ijstead of actual balances of foreign trade, the economist had to base his analysis upon assumed numerical setups, supplemented by scattered items of actual statistical information? This is the situation in which the student of economics finds himself at present when he faces a problem of national production, consumption, and distribution. Despite the remarkable increase in the volume of primary statistical data, the proverbial boxes of theoretical assumptions are in this respect as empty as ever. Considerable progress has been achieved in the field of national income statistics. The economic balance of some of the most important branches of the national economy, particularly that of agriculture, has been studied with much success. Thus the ground has been prepared, at least in part, for a more complete analysis of the interrelations of the -whole economic system. Nevertheless, the difficulty of the task still remaining can hardly be exaggerated.
The publication of this preliminary survey is prompted by the conviction that the inevitable path of any empirical research is that of trial and error.
Governmental publications constitute the main source of primary statistical information used in this study. Additional data were gathered from trade publications, and in some instances the results of special investigations have been utilized. In many cases, use was made of the work of the National Bureau of Economic Research on national income.
At the time that this study was initiated (I932), the publication of the detailed results of the I929 Census was still far from complete. As a result, the Census of I9I9 had to be used. It is because of this fact that the entire investigation is based on I9I9 data.
The general business conditions prevailing during that year are described in W. L. Thorp's io6 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS The position of the year I9I9 within the framework of cyclical fluctuations of adjoining decades is fairly well indicated by the three basic economic series presented on Chart i.
THE THEORETICAL SCHEME AND ITS STATISTICAL APPLICATION FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS I
The theoretical basis of the subsequent statistical analysis is rather simple. The economic activity of the whole country is visualized as if it were covered by one huge accounting system. Not only all branches of industry, agriculture, and transportation, but also the individual budgets of all private persons, are supposed to be included within this system. Each business enterprise as well as each individual household is treated as a separate accounting unit. A complete bookkeeping system consists of a large number of different types of accounts. For our particular purpose, however, only one of them is of importance: the expenditure and revenue account. It registers on its credit side the outflow of goods and services from the enterprise or household (which corresponds to total receipts or sales) and on the debit side the acquisition of goods or services by the particular enterprise or household (i.e., corresponding to total outlays). In other words, such an account gives a description of the flow of commodities and services as it enters the given enterprise (or household) through one end and leaves it by the other. In contrast to a balance sheet, this type of account is related not to a single "instant" but rather to a period of time, say a year, a month, or a week. It differs from the usual profit and loss account in so far as it indudes all sales and all purchases. In the case of purchases, it includes not only those representing expenses in the accounting sense, but also "capital outlays," etc. Our expenditure and revenue account covers in other words the entire "balance of trade" of the individual enterprise (or household).
Profits paid out to the "owners," as well as expenditures connected with additional investment (in plant, etc.) , are supposed to be debited, together with payments for all the current operating expenses, purchases, replacements of machinery, etc. Purchases made on credit or paid for with borrowed money are also entered, along with all other expenditures, on the debit side; while the sales, even if made on credit, are credited in the same way as are the cash sales.
An expenditure and revenue account of this kind may show over a period of time a negative balance (sales smaller than purchases) only to the extent that a given household or enterprise disburses its previously accumulated cash, bank balances, or other negotiable titles, or spends funds obtained by additional borrowings. A positive balance (sales greater than expenditures), on the other hand, can result from an accumulation of cash, repayment of debts, or an increase in bank deposits or security holdings. The structure of the expenditure and revenue account thus described is very similar to that of the "balance of trade" of a country; it covers explicitly all the commodity and service transactions, but not the so-called capital items.
II
It follows from the obvious nature of economic transactions that each revenue item (as defined above) of an enterprise or household must reappear as an outlay item in the account of some other enterprise or household. This consideration makes it possible to present the whole system of interconnected accounts in a single two-way table (Table I) . The capital letters, A, B, C, D, and E, indicate business and household units.
Each row contains the revenue (output) items of one separate business (or household), subdivided -according to the origin of revenue, or, what amounts to the same thing, the destination of its products. The figures in row A, for example, show that the product of firm A was distributed during some specified period of time in the following way: the amount b was taken by the firm B, the amount c by the firm C, and the amounts d and e were sold to the firms D and E, respectively. The last item TAi repa resents the sum total of these separate entries and shows the total revenue or production of firm A. In a similar manner, the subsequent rows show the production-revenue distribution of firms B, C, D, and E.
If read vertically, column by column, the table shows the expenditure sides of the successive accounts. The last item 2ia of the A first column shows, for example, the total expenditures of firm A; the entries above it in the same column indicate the distribution of these expenditures among all the different sources of supply; Ba was obtained from B, Ca from C, etc. The succeeding columns reveal the cost distribution of the firms B, C, D, and E.
If it contained empirical data, the table would naturally have a number of empty squares. Those lying along the main diagonal are necessarily left open because our accounting principle does not allow for registration of any transaction within the same firm. Actually, no firm or household exists which sells its products or supplies its services to all the other households or firms, and which makes its purchases also from every one of them. This means that not only the diagonal but also many other boxes of our revenue-expenditure table will remain blank.
The grand total of all transactions S, placed in the lower right corner, may be obtained by adding up the revenues of all the different firms at shown in the last column or the expenditures as listed in the last row. Although, as was pointed out before, the credit and the debit side of the account for each particular enterprise or household will not necessarily balance, the total expenditures of all the firms and households must, for obvious reasons, equal the sum total of their revenues.
The simple system of letters and subscripts used in the present description leads to an abridged method of identifying each separate box of the combination table; box AB is situated on the intersection of row A and column B, CD defines the square belonging to row C and column D, etc.
III
Even if the construction of an exhaustive table describing all the transactions taking place between the independent economic units within a national economy were actually possible, the very size of such a table would constitute a serious impediment to any profitable use of the information contained in it. Obviously, considerable simplification of the original scheme is essential. The first step toward such simplification is the grouping of accounts. The majority of theoretical and practical economic problems for the solution of which the tableau economique may be used are not formulated in terms of individual business enterprises and households but relate rather to whole classes of such independent units.
The grouping can be based on many different principles. The business enterprises can be classified, for example, according to the type of their products and segregated into separate industries, or -if location differences are to be brought out -a regional grouping must be applied.
Whatever the principle of classification, the actual technique of consolidating the accounts is fundamentally always the same. If, for example, the firms B and C of Table i had to be combined into one "industry," a new accounting unit, B+C, must be formed (Table 2) .
The new B + C row is obtained by adding (vertically) the corresponding items of the rows B and C of the original Table i . An addition (horizontally) of the corresponding items of the columns B and C produces the new group column B+C.
One difference between the old table and the new is that the latter contains a smaller number of separate accounts. The grand total S remains the same as before. The consolidated account B+C differs, however, from the original "primary" account; the box which lies on the main io8 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS diagonal is not necessarily an empty one. If the firms B and C buy commodities or services from each other, as well as from other concerns, the new consolidated account will show purchases or sales from B+C to B+C. This kind of registered internal turnover gives rise to a distinction between gross accounts and net accounts. The former registers all the value transfers between the original, simple accounting units, irrespective of any further grouping. The latter suppresses all the transactions between the members of the consolidated accounting group; in other words, it reveals only the external relations and treats the newly formed groups as if they were the original firms and households. Table 2 is constructed on the principle of gross accounting. In order to convert it to a net transaction basis, the content (if any) of the box [(B+C)(B+C)], that is the entry B,+Cb, has to be suppressed. The total revenue sum at the right end of row (B + C) and the total outlays sum at the bottom of column (B+C) must be diminished by the same amount.
The result is shown in Table 3 . The notation of Table 2 is now somewhat modified. The consolidated items are defined. not as sums of the originally independent accounting elements, but simply as homogeneous transactions between the new composite groups. For example, the content of the box (B + C)A, which was described in Table 2 as Ba+Ca, is now defined as (B+C)a ["the product of the firm (B+C) going to the firm A"]; similarly we write D(b+C) instead of Db+Dc.
The grand total S of the consolidated Table 3 is smaller than that of Table 2 . The difference is due to the exclusion of the internal transactions (B,+Cb) .
The process of consolidation, i.e., the reduction in the number of independent accounts, may proceed up to the point where the whole table is reduced to a single box [(A+B+C+D+E) (A+B+C+D+E)I.
The net content of these completely unified accounts equals zero.
It hardly needs to be said that such integration of accounts reduces the volume of information conveyed. The statement that the total amount of transactions between firms B and C equals (Bc+Cb) ( Table 2) is considerably less informative than a separate listing of sales from B to C and from C to B.
As has already been mentioned, even the most detailed economic study would hardly require an individual treatment of all the actually independent households and firms. On the other hand, many modern business enterprises combine such a conglomeration of heterogeneous economic activities that a distribution of all their transactions among a number of smaller, more homogeneous, quasi-independent accounting units appears to be highly desirable.
IV
Up to this point the discussion has been based on the assumption that the primary statistical material, consisting of the expenditure and revenue accounts of all the separate firms and households, is absolutely complete. In view of the practical difficulties which make such a thorough coverage of all economic transactions actually impossible, the question arises as to QUANTITATIVE INPUT AND OUTPUT RELATIONS   IO9   what effect the inevitable gaps in the primary  accounts will have on the form and content of  the final table. The absence of a single individual account would not in any way impair the completeness of the picture. As every transaction is always credited to one firm or household and debited to another, the missing item can always be found in the corresponding "opposite" account. In case of a larger gap, only partial reconstruction is possible. All transactions taking place among the firms whose accounts are missing in our records are definitely irreplaceable. Only those revenue and outlay items which originate in sales to or purchases from the "reporting" firms can be picked out indirectly from the opposite entries. This means that the final result of the completed tabulation will be the same as that which we should get if the accounts of the "unreported" firms were consolidated into a single group and reduced to a net basis. For instance, taking our previous example, if the reports of firms B and C were missing, the revenue and outlay table would be identical  with Table 3 , which presents the "net" accounts.
V
The meaning and economic nature of a national revenue and outlay table may be further elucidated by relating it to some of the basic concepts of national income statistics such as "value added,' "social product," etc.
This relation would be particularly simple in a static economy. By dividing all the accounts into two large groups, one containing the Household accounts, the other, all the rest, which might be called Business, and consolidating each of the two groups into a single item (H and B, respectively, of Table 4), we can reduce the total number of boxes to four.
Since, under static conditions, the corresponding row and column sums are necessarily equal, we find that the sum of the values transferred from Business to Households is equal to the total value movement in the opposite direction. The sum total of the Household expenditures (column H) represents the "National Income"; it is equal to the total value of services credited to Households (row H). The "value added" in Business is equal in its magnitude to Hb (i.e., the services contributed to Business by Households), and this is equal, under static conditions, to the value of goods and services supplied from Business to Households (Bh). The total product of industry BA+Bb equals Hb+Bb.
Bb represents the payments from Business to Business. Its inclusion is often defined as "double counting" and it is very often struck from the final accounts. BA(=Hb) is defined as the "net product" of industry. The Household accounts can also be reduced to a net basis by disregarding the services furnished and paid for from Household to Household (HA). On such a net basis the National Income is BA, which equals the "value added" Hb.
Under dynamic conditions the relations are less symmetric. The value added Hb is not necessarily equal to the Household expenditures BA. In an expanding economy, the second item will often be somewhat smaller than the first one. The difference, measuring the "active balance of trade" between Household and Business, would indicate the transfer of purchasing power from Household to Business (see p. I I 5). Such transfer will also be revealed in a corresponding surplus of total industrial expenditures (input), column B, over the aggregate industrial sales (output), row B.
The foregoing analysis is based on the assumption that the saving and investment accounts are strictly separable. In some instances -as in the case of farming -strict separation of Household and Business units is not onlv practically but also theoretically impossible. A combined unit of this kind can increase its capital assets by the full amount of its revenue, buying capital goods, for example, yet keeping its expenditure and revenue account as balanced as ever.
The same is true of an industrial enterprise which is incurring "capital losses," or accumulating "undistributed surplus." Its current In order to discover the deficit or surplus, it is necessary to examine the status of its fixed assets account. But "capital accounting" in this sense leads to an entirely new range of economic problems, such as depreciation, evaluation of assets, etc. The straightforward methods of registering the actual value of all commodities and services as they cross the border lines of separate accounting units cannot contribute anything to the solution of these problems.
VI
In the statistical literature dealing with methods of calculating the National Income, much attention has been given to the concept of "double counting."
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the principle of double entry constitutes the very foundation of a rational accounting system. Double counting emerges from a process of consolidation of accounts. If two interrelated accounts are added together, the same item may appear simultaneously on the credit and on the debit side of the new account. If the purpose of such an addition happens to be the elimination of all traces of the mutual interrelation of the two accounts, this item can be suppressed on both sides.
Whether or not some particular transaction appears on both sides of the same (consolidated) account depends upon the method of grouping the accounting units for the purpose of consolidation. If, instead of segregating the household accounts in one, and all the others in a second, group, as has been done in Table 4 , we should separate all agricultural from all nonagricultural items, an entirely different picture would emerge. A grouping of the latter kind reveals, for example, the "balance of trade" between industry and agriculture. Many value items which according to the first arrangement might have been excluded because of "double counting" would have to be retained in the second, while some of the original income items of the first table would have to be eliminated after the subsequent regrouping.
In its actual application, the elimination of the doubly counted items means the suppression from our record of all those statistical data which describe the mechanism of inter-industrial relations. But it is exactly this mechanism which to a large degree determines the size of the net income flow and its variations.
For the understanding of the economic structure of a business enterprise and evaluation of the prospects of its future development, even an approximate knowledge of the itemized expenditure and revenue account is more important than the most accurate information concerning the single figure given for its net revenue or deficit. The same is true regarding empirical analysis of the structure of the whole national economy. It is true that, from the point of view of welfare economics, the part of the annual flow of values which-is more or less arbitrarily defined as the National Income deserves particular attention. To a more detached observer, however, it may appear to be a mere by-product of the whole highly complex process of production and distribution of economic values.' STATISTICAL APPLICATION I The dassification of accounts used in the following statistical study is a compromise between a theoretical ideal and practical necessity.
According to the abstract theoretical scheme, all production enterprises should be segregated into a number of homogeneous industrial groups, homogeneity being defined in terms of (a) identity of products and (b) qualitative and quantitative similarity of the cost structure of the firms within each group. Further, all the households should be subdivided into separate classes according to the kind of services they supply, i.e., the type of income received. Actually, neither of these desiderata can be achieved.
To begin with, a definite departure from the basic "functional" classification and grouping of industries has been made in dealing with international transactions. The consolidation of all foreign economic units into a single foreigncountries' (imports and exports) account is obviously based upon a geographic, i.e., locational principle.
Even more important is the fact that the very QUANTITATIVE INPUT AND OUTPUT RELATIONS III nature of the actual process of production and colnsumption precludes a clean-cut differentiation of industries. In the case of agriculture, even the fundamental distinction between enterprise and household is impossible. On the other hand, the primary statistical information for industry as a whole is fragmentary and incomplete. Practicallv none of it could be used directly; a large part of the entries in our final table (Table 5 , inserted between pages I24-25) represents more or less indirect estimates. Among the lines of economic activity completely ignored in the present analysis, the most important are the entire fields of (a) distribution, wholesale and retail, (b) banking and finance, and (c) all nonrail transportation. Not less serious is the omission of (d) the income-expenditure accounts of all public bodies, including the budgets of federal, state, and local governments. It would be erroneous, however, to conclude that these omissions, significant as they are, destroy the fundamental coherence of the final table. The relation of all the "unaccounted" economic units to the rest of the system is implicitly reflected in the anonymous "Undistributed" account (Table 5) .
A detailed presentation of methods of computation and a description of all statistical sources will be given in a later part of this paper. The purpose of the present analysis is to show what the meaning of the general table (Table 5) would be if the numerical data contained in it were accepted at their face value.
The major part of the 44 accounts of the main table consists of 4I production accounts: of these, one represents agriculture; 34 represent industrial groups; 4, mining; one, transportation (railroads); and one, electric utilities. Agriculture is represented by a combination of production and household items. The household expenditures and receipts are consolidated in the Total Services row and the Consumption column. Foreign commodity trade is entered in the Export column and the Import row.
A svstematic examination of the table can be undertakein from three different angles. If distribution of products of different industries is to be selected as the starting point, the analysis must proceed row by row; on the other hand, if the cost aspect be put in the foreground, the table should be studied column by column. Finally, the question of industrial balance will lead to a comparison of each column with the corresponding row. II A typical industrial distribution is exemplified by row 32, Yarn and Cloth. The gross total of 5,578 million dollars represents the value of the output of this industrial group in I919, appraised "at factory." Exports amounted to 3I8 million dollars; 4I millions were used in agricultural production; 8 millions, in automobile manufacturing; 3I millions, in other wood industries (furniture). 91I millions were traded among the different stages of the yarn and cloth manufacturing industry itself, while I,208 millions were absorbed by the clothing industry, and 290 millions by other textile products. The leathershoe industry took in 6 millions; the other leather industries, i million; and i89 millions went to the rubber industry. One million can be traced to the heterogeneous group of industries under the single heading Industries N.E.S.
(not elsewhere specified), and I,8I2 millions went to consumption.
Thus 4,8I6 millions of yarn and cloth products are allocated to definite accounts; subtracting this from the sum total of 5,578 millions, we obtain a residual of 762 millions. This balancing item is entered into the special "Undistributed" column. This column includes both those products the use of which is entirely unknown and those whose classification (as derived from available statistical data) is not determinate enough to assign them to one of the other accounts. This means that the undistributed column, on one hand, contains the net debits of the unreported accounts as defined above (page ic9), and on the other hand, includes the aggregated errors in allocation of the respective products among the 43 reported accounts. It is quite likely that a certain portion of the undistributed product may actually have been absorbed by industries which, according to the present distribution, are not credited with any takings of yarn and cloth products. The underestimation of some of the distributed amounts represents another source of the undistributed surplus.
The 9,I02 millions of its own product absorbed by agriculture include both feed and other intermediate products as well as those consumption goods which were, according to available statis-I12 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS tical information, retained on the farm. There is little doubt, however, that a considerable amount of agricultural products consumed by the farmer is obtained through the medium of the usual distributary channels. This means that some part of the 2,209 millions of agricultural products assigned in our table to Consumption was, in fact, used on the farm.
The distribution of transportation (steam railroad) services raises a new problem: Into whose cost schedule should the transportation costs of commodities moved by rail be included? Even if it were practically possible to distinguish between the cases in which the producer sells at factory, and those in which he delivers his goods free at the purchaser's door, such a twofold system of entry would hardly be advisable. One of the principal aims of the present statistical analysis is to reveal the typical productive and distributive interrelations which determine the structure of the national economy. This requires such a classification and grouping of the different elements of the system as will reveal the most stable aspect of these interrelations. Differentiation between "f.o.b." and "c.i.f." transactions, as well as any other classification by mode of payment, scarcely meets this criterion. Thus a systematic presentation of all transactions on a uniform (f.o.b. or c.i.f.) basis appears to be theoretically preferable. In Table 5 , the transportation costs of each class of goods are charged to the industry which produces them, i.e., the value of every product includes the sum total of revenue obtained by the railroads for transportation of this particular kind of commodity. In distributing the products of an industry, however, the available statistical information does not enable us to identify the value (quantity times price including transportation costs) of the finished commodity according to location of the buyers. The freight costs allocated to the product of an industry are, therefore, spread in our table in an equal ratio over all units, which would be correct only under the obviously unrealistic assumption that the actual freight charges constitute a fixed proportion of the total price paid by each and every buyer.
Application of our method to imports makes it necessary to augment the import values of foreign commodities by a proportional amount of domestic transportation costs. An equivalent of the sum total of these transportation costs is charged -in the distribution row of railway services-to exports. This item must not be confused with that part of transportation services which is charged directly to the cost accounts of the particular industries and thereby increases the "at factory" value of American export goods.
It will be seen that 4,i6I million dollars of the railroad "product" are allocated to definite accounts. The undistributed I,464 millions contain less than I,ooo millions of transportation costs still unaccounted for; the rest represents the so-called non-operating revenues.
In allocating imports, we meet in part the same difficulty which was discussed in connection with the distribution of transportation services. One portion of the wares obtained from abroad consists of goods which, like rubber, silk, or diamonds, cannot possibly come from domestic sources. The data revealing the consumption of these particular kinds of commodities by different industries indicate at the same time the distribution of the imports of these goods. This simple solution cannot be applied, however, to imports which are directly competing with domestic products of the same kind. In this case, the consumption data still leave open the question as to what part of the total amount absorbed by any single industry was of foreign origin. In this, as in the instance of freight costs, proportional distribution has been used throughout as the only practicable solution of the problem. The ratio between total domestic production and foreign imports of each particular kind of goods was applied as a fixed distribution key to all the different categories of users of this commodity. Import duties are included in the value of commodities obtained from abroad.
III
The service row (43) is, for the sake of convenience, subdivided into two parts. Distribution of Labor Services (row 43a) is rather simple: each industry is debited with the total amount of wages and salaries disbursed. As the figures in this row include only payments to hired labor, agriculture is credited only with the money wages of hired farm workers.
The definition and evaluation of Capital and Entrepreneurial Services (row 43b) raise an extremely difficult theoretical and statistical QUANTITATIVE INPUT AND OUTPUT RELATIONS II3 problem. Capital services are clearly discernible only in so far as an enterprise is working with borrowed funds and makes contractual interest payments. But even in this case, ever-changing economic conditions regularly produce a situation in which the contractual rate differs considerably from the current one. The remuneration of that part of the capital investment which belongs to the owners of the enterprise is hardly distinguishable from entrepreneurial returns, monopolistic revenue, windfall profits resulting from appreciation of commodity stocks on hand, etc. So far as monopolistic and speculative profits are concerned, it is highly doubtful whether they could and should be considered as remuneration for some specific kind of service.
The theoretical difficulty and practical impossibility of distinguishing these different kinds of remuneration made it necessary to lump all of them into one single group, loosely defined as "Capital and Entrepreneurial Services." It corresponds rather closely to the bookkeeping concept of net revenue (minus taxes) augmented by the sum total of all interest payments on borrowed capital, and it includes the following three elements of a typical corporate revenue and expenditure account: (a) interest paid, (b) dividends paid, and (c) undistributed profits. According to this set-up, the undistributed surplus plays, so to speak, a double r6le in the cost account of an enterprise. On the one hand, it represents the value of materials, additional pay rolls, and other cost elements on which it usually is spent in the process of new investment; on the other hand, it measures (in addition to the two other items mentioned above) the productive services of capital and entrepreneurship. This twofold function would be-more apparent if each enterprise were to pay out the total of its net revenue to the stockholders and other owners and subsequently would obtain from them, in form of a loan or in exchange for a new stock issue, an equal sum of money to be spent on new investment. The formal difference between this and the usual method of retaining undistributed surplus lies only in the fact that the former operation involves two additional monetary transactions; the immediate material consequences are in both cases identical. The identity of the material consequences in this case holds even to the extent that, should the valuation of services obtained be arbitrarily changed, it would make no difference so long as it were offset by corresponding write-up (or reduction) of the loan value (if profits were distributed and then immediately borrowed). From a certain point of view, therefore, it may be said that the surplus values entered in the table are fictitious. Their meaning is entirely dependent upon the interpretation of the actual valuation and accounting practices of the industry.' According to our definition, therefore, the value of capital services will be nil, if no interest or dividend payment is forthcoming during the period under consideration and no additional surplus has been accumulated during that time. Every payment on interest and dividend account is debited as a capital service, even if accompanied by a deficit.
The fundamental set-up of our table necessitates a radical departure from the conventional accounting practices so far as the treatment of deficits is concerned. The existence of a deficit either (a) indicates the fact that the given enterprise purchased more goods and services (including dividend and interest payments) than it sold, or (b) shows that it failed to maintain its fixed investment, inventories, etc.
In the first case, the enterprise must have spent some of its previously accumulated cash balances or, if this proves to be impossible or impracticable, the "loss" is "financed" out of "additional" investment. In either situation, we have a surplus of expenditures over sales which influences the "balance of trade" of this enterprise in exactly the same way as a new additional investment.
In the second case, the deficit is confined to so-called book losses. It is indeed accompanied by revaluation of some assets but does not affect in any direct way the equilibrium of external payments and receipts. The "balance of payments" as well as the "balance of trade" of an enterprise remains entirely unaffected by internal revaluations of this kind.
II4 TEIE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS
This leads to the conclusion that, unless they are financed by reduction of cash holdings or additional investment, deficits in our set-up should be disregarded; negative surpluses (deficits) can be left entirely out of the picture (see below, page I25).
Official financial statistics for obvious reasons do not follow this line of reasoning. The revenue data computed for any industrial group on the basis of usual accounting practices show only the net difference between the aggregate positive net revenue of all enterprises showing net income and the net losses sustained by the remaining part of the industry. The income statistics published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, however, give separately figures for incomes of "Corporations Reporting Net Income" as well as for the aggregate deficits of "Corporations Reporting No Net Income." The former figure can be used in the calculation of the services of capital as defined for our special purpose.
In using official net income data, we still introduce a systematic underestimation of the entrepreneurial and capital services. The sum total of dividend payments and other capital services actually exceeds by a certain amount the aggregate net income of industry because a number of business concerns pay dividends in excess of actual earnings. The exact extent of these overpayments for the year I9I9 cannot be ascertained readily; for the manufacturing and mining industries alone, they appear not to have exceeded ioo million dollars. ' The situation of an industry which is suffering losses is, in certain respects, identical with that which arises in the case of additional investment (which might be financed by undistributed profits, security sales, or out of already available cash resources). From the point of view of the present analysis, it is of no import that in one case the surplus of expenses over receipts is accompanied by a decrease in the value of "capital assets," while in the other this value is increasing. The whole approach is based on registration of the current stream of goods and services; the appreciation and depreciation of capital assets are explicitly not taken into account.
These considerations lead to a corresponding interpretation of the Total Expenditures row (see page TI5).
The theoretical and statistical difficulties in dealing with agricultural labor and capital services are essentially the same as in the case of the corresponding industrial cost schedules. In addition, these difficulties are enhanced by the impossibility of falling back on objective accounting figures. Any attempt to split the gross expenditures of agricultural accounting units into the standard components of wages, entrepreneurial and capital income, and other production costs is bound to lead back to arbitrary principles of imputation.
The most radical method of solving the problem would be that of including the farm purchases of consumers' goods among all the other outlays and placing in the service row onily the amounts of wages, interest, etc. actually paid out. This type of reasoning has been applied in the general table to the distribution of that part of agricultural production which was consumed directly on the farm (see page II6). Obvious statistical difficulties make the consistent use of this procedure impracticable. Furthermore, there exists a good theoretical reason for keeping, so far as possible, the distribution of marketable consumption goods separate from that of other kinds of commodities.
A simple non-controversial solution of our difficulty is to relegate all agricultural outlays other than those which are already allocated among other industries to the Undistributed row. This device is essentially that used in our table. The residual amount (with the exception of taxes) is shifted, however, from the undistributed to the service row. This allocation is justified by the fact that most of these monetary expenditures are analogous in their economic nature to the industrial incomes entered in the adjacent boxes of the service row. Strictly speaking, the value of agricultural serviceexpenses obtained in this indirect way represents an overestimate. They include a certain amount of trade services absorbed in connection with the purchase of agricultural cost-goods; if the exact figure for this item were known, it would go in the Undistributed row. On the other hand, in using this figure, one has to keep in mind that, QUANTITATIVE INPUT AND OUTPUT RELATIONS as indicated above, one part (approximately I,900 or 2,000 million dollars) of the sum total of the commodities charged from Agriculture to Agriculture consists of consumption goods.
The 5,382 millions of capital and entrepreneurial services charged to consumption include rental payments for hired houses and apartments, as well as the contribution of these factors to the so-called service industries, liberal professions, etc. Table 5 shows the structure of expenditures of the corresponding industrial (or household) accounts. It gives a list of commodities and services which were absorbed by each particular branch of economic activity during the period under consideration. In an entirely static system, this distribution could be defined as the cost structure. Under the actual dynamic conditions prevailing, however, a large part of the total outlay represents not only current production costs but also additional investment. No attempt is made in the present investigation to split the expenditures of an enterprise into two parts corresponding to these two types of outlay.
IV Each vertical column of
The primary statistical data do not contain direct information concerning the total expenditures of the different industries similar to that which the census data on the total "value of product" give for total receipts. The magnitude of the total outlays can be determined, however, in an indirect way, through augmenting the total value of product by the value of additional new capital investment and the reduction of cash holdings. The difficulties involved in the capital accounting problem in so far as they reflect the difficulty of distinguishing current costs from new capital expenditures do not impair the validity of the sum totals thus obtained -so long as we are interested in aggregate expenditures and not in their two separate parts (current and additional expenditures as defined above). The evaluation practices in current use affect, however, the magnitude of the total outlay in so far as they determine that part of the value of capital and entrepreneurial services which is reflected in the surplus accounts,.
The general principle for treatment of corporate surpluses as service items has been laid down in the preceding discussion of capital and entrepreneurial services. The total outlays of an enterprise can be defined accordingly as value of sales (product) plus additional capital investment and borrowing plus increment of positive surplus minus net changes in the cash balance (which might be positive as well as negative). The available statistical information does not give any clue for an evaluation of the last item. There is good reason to believe, however, that the financing of new investment through disbursement of previously accumulated cash balances was in I919 a relatively minor item. Much more serious is the omission of short-term bank credits obtained by the various industries between the beginning and the end of the year I9I9.
A very rough estimate shows that approximately one billion dollars was added in this way to total industrial expenditures.' The absolute lack of any statistical evidence concerning distribution of the sum total among the separate industries precludes any attempt to use this estimate in our study.
The total outlay items at the bottom of columns I to 45 represent the total values of product, including imputed transportation costs (see page II2), augmented by additional positive surpluses and long-term capital investments, of the respective individual industries.
The undistributed-outlays figure (row 44c) is a balancing item which fills the gap between the total outlay for each industry and the sum total of the individual outgo items distributed among the other rows. Taxes are segregated in a special subdivision of the Undistributed account in order to show to what extent the expenditure accounts of industries and households were linked to the revenue accounts of the government. The total of expenditures for consumption (column 43) is taken from the most recent and careful estimate made by Arthur R. Gainsborough.2
The elementary structural characteristics of the economic system represented in Table 5 can be seen more clearly in 
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THE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS entries are expressed as percentages of the net sum totals of the corresponding rows and columns. Each box contains two figures. The figure that is not in parentheses shows the value of the particular item in its relation to the total net output of the industry or service group from which it originates; the other, in parentheses, gives the magnitude of the same item in relation to the total net outlay of the industrial or household account by which it was absorbed.
It is interesting to note that the undistributed items in the agricultural and industrial rows and columns (numbered i to 4I) are relatively much smaller than in the service row and in the consumption column. The explanation seems to lie in the fact that a large part of total household expenditures are directed toward undistributed non-material production branches, which in their turn absorb a great amount of services but a relatively small quantity of material costs.
V
The statistical research -the results of which are presented in this paper -has been undertaken with the definite aim of supplying an empirical background for the study of the interdependence between the different parts of our national economy on the basis of the theory of general economic equilibrium. These results are incomplete; in many respects they are open to criticism; and certainly, subsequent revisions will modify many important details of the picture.
Work on a similar Tableau Economique for the year I929 is already under way. But even the available material, however imperfect it may be, seems to justify a laboratory test of the pertinent theoretical formulations. Such an attempt will be presented in a later article.
The statistical data collected in our main table fill in the "empty boxes" of the theory of general equilibrium. Hypothetical production and consumption equations gain explicit meaning as soon as the symbolic algebraic signs are replaced by observed numerical values. Once an empirical foundation is thus established, the vague generalities of abstract theoretical statements will acquire concrete empirical significance.
STATISTICAL SOURCES AND METHODS OF CALCULATION
The fundamental theoretical framework of our analysis, as well as the main outlines of its statistical application, is developed in the first part of this article. The following pages contain a systematic explanation of the final numerical results which are embodied in the general table (Table 5) .
Lack of space precludes the possibility of a complete reproduction of all the preliminary calculations. No attempt is made here to acquaint the reader with the details of individual computations or to present the series of alternative estimates which in many instances were used for checking purposes.
Preliminary Comments a. The values of the total output of all the separate industries from "Flour and grist mills" (row 2) to "Industries not elsewhere specified" (row 39), with the exception of "Electric utilities" (row 25), are based on the Census of Manufactures and the Census of Mines and Quarries, both for the year I9I9. b. Whenever total production or total consumption data are used as a basis of distribution, adjustments for exports or imports are carried through. These adjustments are not commented upon separately in each particular instance.
c. References to "production" indicate that the particular items are based on production statistics; references to "cost" or "consumption data" show that cost statistics of the industry which uses the particular product have been utilized.
d. Whenever the output of an industry is distributed on the basis of production values, transportation costs (if any) are added separately on the basis of a fixed proportion of the total value of the output. In all of the cases where the distribution is based on cost data of the industries which use the particular product, no such adjustment is necessary. e. Abbreviations: Mfr. and Min. indicate, respectively, the Census of Manufactures and the Census of Mines and Quarries, both for the year I919 unless stated as being for some other year. The abbreviation "n. e. s." stands for "Not Elsewhere Specified." For brevity, the term Transportation (Steam Railroads) is written Transportation (Railroads). f. All original calculations are made in thousands of dollars. The rounding off is carried out in such a way as to avoid any discrepancy between the sum totals and their respective parts.
g. The following comments are arranged by distribution rows and within each row according to the order of the items, reading from left to right, in the general table. The italicized main headings refer to the rows of the table, while reference to the items within each row is introduced by the word "To."
Agriculture is basically defined as farming, and, in accordance with the Census, includes the entire field of crop production, fruits and vegetables, livestock and livestock products, and forest products produced on farms. The value of the total output at farm is taken from the Census of Agriculture, and increased by the amounts of transportation costs of agricultural products. (See row 41 of the general table and the discussion on page II2 above.)
To Agriculture: determined on the basis of the average percentage of products sold from the farm in the years I924-28 . ). To Yarn and Cloth: quantities consumed (Mfr.) at farm prices. To Leather, Tanning: estimated; difference between total consumption of hides and skins and supply from meat packing and imports. To Consumption: edible products not distributed to other industries plus part of nursery and greenhouse products. To Undistributed: includes increase in cotton, wheat, and corn stocks, undistributed part of forest products.
Flour and Grist Mill Products
Includes flour and grist mill products (including output of custom mills), rice cleaning and polishing, prepared feeds for animals.
To Agriculture: animal feeds (Mfr.). To Bread and Bakery Products: flour consumption (estimated on basis of biennial Censuses of Mfr., I923-29) .
To Consumption: residual of all edible products. To Undistributed: residual inedible products.
Canning and Preserving
Includes canning and preserving fish, fruits and vegetables, oysters, and pickles, preserves and sauces.
To Consumption: total output of all specified products (3 fr.). To Undistributed: "all other products."
Bread and Bakery Products
Includes bread and bakery products, breadstuff preparations, and macaroni, vermicelli, etc.
To Consumption: total value of products.
Sugar, Glucose and Starch
Includes sugar (cane, beet), sugar refining, glucose and starch, and sweetening sirups.
To Agriculture: stock feed. To Canning and Preserving: estimated on basis of Mfr., I929. To Bread and Bakery Products: estimated on basis of biennial Censuses of Mfr., I923-29. To Sugar: raw sugar and cornstarch (AMfr.). To Liquors and Beverages: quantity of sugar used (Senate Hearings, S. 436 and S. 2473, 72d Congress, ist session). To Butter, Cheese, etc.: cost of materials (Mfr.). To Other Food Products: report of cost of materials (Mfr.). To Yarn and Cloth: consumption of starch in cotton manufacture (Mfr.). Consumption in other parts of yarn and cloth industry could not be determined. To Consumption: residual of edible products. To Undistributed: beet pulp, oil cake, and "other products."
Liquors and Beverages
Includes liquors (distilled, malt and vinous), malt, and mineral and soda waters.
To Liquors and Beverages: malt (estimate; total output of malt industry is 39 millions). To Consumption: remainder of products.
Tobacco Manufactures
Includes tobacco (chewing, smoking, and snuff), cigars, and cigarettes.
To Consumption: total production.
Slaughter and Meat Packing
Includes slaughtering and meat packing, poultry killing, sausage, lard, lard compounds and other substitutes, meat products not elsewhere specified. To Agriculture: all fertilizers. To Bread and Bakery Products: lard and lard substitutes (estimated on basis of biennial Censuses of Mfr., 1923-29) .
To Slaughter and Meat Packing: meat, sausage casings, etc., reported as products and materials (Mfr.). To Butter, Cheese, etc.: oleo oils and stock. To Yarn and Cloth: wool. To Chemicals: stearin, soap stock, other oils and greases, and fertilizer materials (last item estimated roughly at 45 millions). To Leather: hides and skins, oils and greases (last item estimated roughly at io millions). To Consumption: meats, oleomargarine, lard, and lard substitutes (consumption of lard is estimated on basis of family budget studies). To Undistributed: residual amount. 9. Butter, Cheese, etc.
Includes butter, butter reworking, cheese, condensed milk, oleomargarine.
To Bread and Bakery Products: butter and condensed and evaporated milk (estimated on basis of biennial Censuses of Mfr., I923-29) .
To Other Food Products: condensed and powdered milk (estimated; one-half the cost of milk and milk products to confectionery and ice cream). To Consumption: remaining cream, cheese, butter and substitutes, condensed and evaporated milk, and buttermilk. To Undistributed: casein and other products. io. Other Food Products
Includes baking powder and yeast, chocolate and cocoa products, coffee and spices (roasting and grinding), confectionery and ice cream, cordials and flavoring sirups, flavoring extracts, food preparations not elsewhere specified (peanut butter, all other preparations for human consumption), peanut roasting and grading, vinegar and cider.
To Bread and Bakery Products: baking powder and yeast, chocolate and malt extract (estimated on basis of biennial Censuses of Mfr., 1923-29 14. Other Iron and Steel Industries Includes aeroplanes, agricultural implements, ammunition, carriage and wagon materials, carriages and sleds, children's carriages and wagons and repairs, cars and general shop construction including railway repair shops, cash registers and calculating machines, copper, tin and sheet iron work, cutlery and edge tools, cream separators, electrical machinery, engines (steam, gas and water), files, firearms, foundry and machine shop products, furniture (metal), galvanizing and other coating processes, gas and electric fixtures, gas machines and gas and water meters, hardware, hardware (saddlery), horseshoes, iron and steel bolts and nuts, cast pipe, doors and shutters, forgings, nails and spikes, tempering and wvelding, wrought pipe, locomotives, machine tools, motorcycles, bicycles and parts, needles, pins, hooks and eyes, ordnance, steel pens, plumbers' supplies, n. e. s., pumps (not power), pumps (power), safes and vaults, saws, scales and balances, screws (machine), screws (wood), sewing machines and attachments, shipbuilding (steel), soda water apparatus, springs (steel), stamped and enameled ware, steam fittings, etc., steel barrels and drums, stoves and hot air furnaces, stoves (gas and oil), structural ironwork, textile machinery and parts, tin and terne plate, tinware, n. e. s., tools, n. e. s., typewriters and parts, vault lights and ventilators, windmills, window and door screens, wire, wirework, n. e. s.
The highly intricate structure of this important industrial group defies any attempt to introduce a finer distinction among its separate component parts. Even on the basis of the census classification accepted above, it overlaps in many instances the adjoining industries, particularly "Steel Works and Rolling Mills," "Non-Ferrous Metal Smelting and Refining," and "Brass, Bronze, and Copper Products." Such commodities as copper wire, for example, are produced in rolling mills and copper works as well as in special wire works. The distribution of these goods among the different consumers is made in this, as in all other similar cases, on a strictly proportional basis. For each particular kind of use, each source of supply is drawn upon in proportion to its total output.
To Agriculture: agricultural machinery, carriages, traction engines, and other products used by agriculture (production data, Mfr.). To Flour and Grist Mills: machinery (production data, Mfr.). To Cannings and Preserving: tin cans (estimated, on basis of Census of Mfr., I929. Comparing this amount with the total number of containers used by the canning industry in I929 -3,036 million cans -we obtain an average price of 2.96 cents per can, which might be somewhat high.) To Bread and Bakery Products: machinery (production data, Mfr.). To Sugar, Glucose, and Starch: sugar machinery (production data, Mfr.). To Liquors and Beverages: bottling machinery (production data, Mfr. To Consumption: electric wire, machinery and appliances, stoves and ranges, cutlery and edge tools, hardware, enameled ware, sewing machines, etc. (Mfr.). To Undistributed: This item contains among other products the total output of the steel shipbuilding industry, which in i9gi amounted to I,456 million dollars.
I5. A utomobiles
Includes automobile bodies and parts, automobiles, and automobile repairing.
To Automobile Industry: products of bodies and parts industry (Mfr.) and 50 per cent (estimated) of the "other products" of the automobile industry (Mfr.). To Consumption: passenger cars, product of repair shops, and 50 per cent of " other products " of automobile industry (Mfr.). To Undistributed: trucks and other special types of motor vehicles (Mfr.).
i6. Non-Ferrous Metal Mining
Includes mining of copper, lead and zinc, gold and silver, and metals, n. e. s.
To Non-Ferrous Metal Mining: purchased ore, etc. (Min.). To Smelting and Refining: production of copper, lead, and zinc ore (Min.). To Undistributed: principally products of gold and silver mining.
I7. Non-Ferrous Metals: Smelting and Refining
Includes smelting and refining of copper, lead, and zinc, metals n. e. s., and smelting not from ore. 
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I9. Non-Metal Minerals
Includes mining of stone, clay, gypsum, phosphate rock, sulphur, and miscellaneous mineral mining, artificial stone, asbestos (building material and other asbestos products), brick, tiler etc., cement, crucibles, emery and other abrasive wheels, glass, graphite (ground and refined), grindstones, hones and whetstones, marble and stone work, millstones, minerals and earths (ground and prepared), paving materials, pottery, sand, lime, brick, wall plaster and composition flooring.
To Petroleum and Natural Gas Includes petroleum and natural gas industry. The distribution of natural gas constitutes a part of the general industrial fuel and power distribution, for the detailed description of which see the distribution of products of the coal industry. The following explanation covers only the crude petroleum and natural gas not included in the general fuel and power distribution.
To Petroleum and Natural Gas: contains 29 million dollars of natural gas purchased for resale (Mi.). To Refined Petroleum: contains 657 million dollars of petroleum and 6o millions of natural gas for refining (Mfr.). To Manufactured Gas: contains 2 million dollars of natural gas purchased for resale. To Consumption: includes I9 million dollars of natural-gas gasoline other than that going to refined petroleuin. To Undistributed: contains 22 million dollars of petroleum.
2I.
Refined Petroleum Includes lubricating greases and refined petroleum. The distribution of refined petroleum constitutes a part of the general industrial fuel and power distribution, for the detailed description of which see the distribution of products of the coal industry. The following explanation covers only the distribution of petroleum products not included in the general fuel and power distribution.
To Agriculture: axle grease (Mfr. To Undistributed: includes fuel oil to shipping and additions to stocks.
22.
Coal Includes coal, anthracite and bituminous. The total value of coal distributed (including transportation costs) exceeds by 3.3. per cent (70 million dollars) the actual output of the coal mines in the year I9I9. Due to a prolonged strike, a considerable part of the current consumption was drawn from stocks. According to the fundamental set-up of our general table, all stock accounts belolng in the consolidated "Undistributed" account. For want of better knowledge, it is assumed that the distribution from stock is proportional to the distribution from mines. Accordingly, the distribution of the product of the coal industry as described below is subsequently stepped down by 3.3. per cent all along the line.
The main part of the coal distribution is derived from the general fuel and power distribution which is outlined below.
General Fuel and Power Distribution for
Manutfacture and Mining The physical quantities of coal (bituminous and anthracite), coke, fuel oil, gasoline, and gas used for fuel by the different industries, as reported in Mfr. and Min., were multiplied by the average unit price of the respective products as given at the point of production. The values thus obtained are increased in the case of coal, coke, and oil through addition of average rail transportation costs (see page II2 above). For obvious reasons, no transportation costs have been added to the value of coal used in coal mines and bituminous coal used by cokeries. Fuel oil and gasoline absorbed by the oil refining industry and coke used in cokeries are also valued at average producers' prices without addition of transportation costs.
The subtraction of these hypothetical fuel costs from the total fuel and power costs as given in the Census yields a residual for purchased power which is taken to consist entirely of purchased electric power.
The use of average prices and transportation charges necessarily impairs the reliability of these preliminary estimates. Particular bias is to be expected with respect to those industries in which the fuel costs constitute a large proportion of total expenses or in which the quantity of fuel used is determined by special technical requirements. On the basis of these qualifications, the preliminary estimates were revised for the following twelve industries: Iron Mining, Blast Furnaces, Steel Works and Rolling Mills, Non-Ferrous Metal Mining, Smelting and Refining, Non-Metal Minerals, Petroleum and Natural Gas, Refined Petroleum, Coal, Coke, Manufactured Gas, and Sugar. The revision consists in recalculation of the purchased power costs on the basis of an average outlay of $I7.50 per horsepower of prime movers operated on purchased power in each particular industry. For all branches of the mining industry, the actual cost of purchased power is given in the Census of Mining. Subsequently the costs of other fuels were adjusted The final distribution of gas requires additional calculations because this product is supplied from three different sources; one part comes from the petroleum and natural gas industry, another originates in gas manufacture, and the rest is a byproduct of the coke industry. The distribution among these three sources is proportional throughout.
The following comments cover only that part of the coal distribution which is not derived from the general fuel and power distribution.
To Electric Utilities: estimate based on quantities consumed (Statistical Abstract of the United States). To Transportation (Railroads): estimated on the basis of Statistics of Railways, i919. To Consumption: estimate of National Coal Commission (What the Coal Commission Found). To Undistributed: contains 27 million dollars consumed by shipping (Statistical Abstract of United States).
Coke
Includes coke and manufactured fuel. The main part of the coke distribution is derived from the general fuel and power distribution (see coal distribution). The following remarks cover only that part of the coke and coke gas distribution which is not derived from the general fuel and power distribution.
To Electric Utilities: proportional distribution of gas on the basis of Statistical Abstract of United States. To Consumption: rough estimate. To Undistributed: residual.
Manufactured Gas
Includes manufactured gas industry. The main part of the manufactured gas distribution is derived from the general fuel and power distribution (see coal distribution). The following comments cover only that part of manufactured gas which is not included in the general fuel and power distribution.
To Electric Utilities: proportional distribution on the basis of consumption data (Statistical Abstract of United States). To Consumption: undistributed gas, coke, and appliances (Mfr.). To Undistributed: undistributed by-products.
Electric Utilities
Includes electric railroads, electric light and power, telephone and telegraph. The main part of the electric power distribution is derived from the general fuel and power distribution. (See coal distribution.) The following comments cover only those items which are not derived from the general fuel and power distribution.
To Electric Utilities: power sold by central electric stations to electric railways and to other central electric stations, power sold by electric railroads to central electric stations, etc. To Consumption: (a) passenger and baggage revenue of electric railroads (estimated on basis of the Census of Electric Railroads, I9I7 and I922); (b) domestic and farm consumption of electric power (estimated on basis of Census of Electric Industries: Central Electric Stations, I9I7, I922, I927, and I932). It is assumed that two-thirds of "small power and light" sales consisted of power and that one-third was used for commercial lighting; (c) thirty per cent of total telegraph and telephone revenue (rough estimate). To Undistributed: residual.
Chemicals
Includes blackings, stains, and dressings, bluing, candles, chemicals, cleaning and polishing preparations, coal tar products, drug grinding, druggists' preparations, natural dyestuffs and extracts, essential oils, explosives, fireworks, fertilizers, glue, n.e.s., adhesives, cottonseed oil and cake, oil, n.e.s., paints, patent medicines and compounds, perfumery and cosmetics, salt, soaps, sulphuric, nitric, and mixed acids, turpentine and rosin, varnishes, wood distillation. To Construction: paints (rough estimate on basis of Census of Construction, I929).
To Consumption: patent medicines, drugs, soap, cosmetics, paint, etc. (Soap and paint estimated on basis of Census, I929; other items taken from Mfr.). To Undistributed: contains chemicals, paints, soap, etc. There is good reason to believe that a considerable part of undistributed chemical products consists of consumption goods.
Lumber and Timber Products
Includes lumber and timber products, lumber, planing mill products, boxes (wood), and custom saw mills. This distribution is not intended to include lumber and timber products produced on farms for farmers' own use. Available statistical information does not provide, however, a sufficient basis for a clear-cut distinction among the different sources of the lumber supply.
To To NonFerrous Metal Mining: estimated on basis of I923 distribution as given by the Department of Agriculture (Stat. Bull. 2I). To Refined Petroleum: containers (cost data, Mfr.). To Coal Mining: estimated on basis of I923 distribution as given by Department of Agriculture (Stat. Bull. 2I). To Lumber and Timber Products: saw logs consumed by lumber industry, lumber consumed by planing mills and box factories (estimated on basis of Mfr.). To Other Wood Products: used in wooden, shipbuilding, fumiture, cooperage, wood (turned and carved), etc. (estimated on basis of Census of Mfr. and Wood Using Industries of New York. For reference, see above). To Chemicals: material for production of tanning extracts and dyestuffs and wood distillation (Mfr.). To Shoe Industry: materials for wooden heels (Mfr.). To Construction: lumber and millwork (estimated on basis of Census of Construction, I929).
To Transportation (Railroads): ties (Statistics of Railways). To Industries not elsewhere specified: estimated on basis of Wood Using Industries of New York (for reference, see above).
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Other Wood Products
Includes baskets, rattan and willow ware, billiard tables and bowling alleys, brooms, brushes, coffins and burial cases, charcoal, cooperage (slack and tight), cork cutting, furniture (wood, rattan, and willow), store and office fixtures, show cases, lasts, looking glass and picture frames, matches, musical instruments, pianos, organs and materials, refrigerators, sewing machine cases, shipbuilding (wooden), wood (turned and carved), woodenware products not elsewhere specified, wood preserving.
To Tobacco: cigar boxes (Mfr.). To Other Iron and Steel Industries: sewing machine cases (Mfr.). To Other Wood Products: musical instruments, parts (Mfr.). To Shoes: lasts (Mfr.). To Consumption: wooden furniture, musical instruments, coffins and burial cases, wooden goods n.e.s., etc. (Mfr.). To Undistributed: includes I65 million dollars of wooden shipbuilding products.
Paper and Wood Pulp
Includes paper and wood pulp, pulp from fiber, not wood, and pulp goods.
To Paper and Wood Pulp: pulp (Mfr.). To Other Paper Products: paper for boxes, bags, etc. (rough estimates on basis of cost of materials, Mfr.). To Printing and Publishing: printing paper and board (production, Mfr.). To Construction: building and roofing paper (production, Mfr.). To Consumption: wallpapers, writing paper, tissue paper, etc. (production, Mfr.). To Undistributed: wrapping paper, paper board, etc.
Other Paper Products
Includes bags (paper), boxes (paper and other n. e. s.) carbon paper, cardboard, cardcutting and designing, envelopes, paper goods, n. e. s., paper novelties, paper patterns, wall paper not made in paper mills.
To Consumption: wall paper not made in paper mills, playing cards, and paper novelties (production, Mfr.). To Undistributed: bags, boxes, etc.
Printing and Publishing
Includes printing and publishing (book and job), music, newspapers and periodicals, book binding and blank book making, engraving (steel and copperplate), lithographing, photo-engraving, engraving materials, printing materials, stereotyping and electrotyping, typefounding, and wood engraving.
To Printing and Publishing: printing for others, photoengraving, bookbinding, etc. (Mfr.). To Transportation (Railroads): job printing, blank books, etc. (estimated on basis of cost data, Statistics of Railways). To Consumption: newspaper and periodical sales and subscriptions, books and pamphlets, sheet music (Mfr.). To Undistributed: contains job printing, newspaper and periodical advertising, lithographing, etc.
32.
Yarn and Cloth Includes cotton goods, cotton small wares, cotton lace woolen goods, worsted goods, carpets and rugs, wool felt hats, felt goods, knit goods, silk manufactures, cordage and twine, jute, linen, wool shoddy, wool pulling, wool scouring, fur felt hats, dyeing and finishing textiles, flax and hemp (dressed), haircloth, oilcloth and linoleum, straw hats.
To Agriculture: twine (Mfr.). To Automobiles: upholstery material (estimated on basis of Automobile Facts and Figures). To Other Wood Products: upholstery goods (production, AMfr.). To Yarn and Cloth: yarn, etc. (cost data, Mfr.). To Clothing: distribution based on a special study made by the Bureau of Business Research, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration (Distribution of Textiles, Bulletin No. 56). As this study covers only a part of the industry, the application of its findings to the total output required a series of additional calculations. The estimates were made for each type of fabric and marketing channel separately. To Other Textile Products: bag materials, etc. (estimated on basis of cost of materials and output data, Mfr.). To Shoes: lining materials (production, Mfr.). To Other Leather Products: saddle felts (production, Mfr.). To Rubber Industry: tire duck (production, Mfr.) and cloth for rubberizing (estimate on basis of yardage). To Consumption: difference between the total product of the industry and the amounts distributed among all other uses, including undistributed (see below). To Undistributed: consists of products for further manufacture which could not be assigned to particular industries, products of unknown use, unspecified products and contract work (production, Mfr.).
Clothing
Includes men's clothing, buttonholes, men's collars and cuffs, men's furnishings, suspenders, garters, etc., shirts, women's clothing, corsets, gloves and mittens, cloth, hats and caps (other than felt, straw, or wool), millinery and lace goods.
To Clothing: sixty per cent (rough estimate) of products of contract clothing manufacture, buttonholes, fur trimmings from fur goods industry (estimated on basis of Mfr., I929). To Consumption: difference between total output of clothing industry and the amounts distributed to other uses. To Undistributed: "Other Products" estimated on basis of Mfr., I929.
Other Textile Products
Includes asbestos textile mill products, awnings, tents and sails, bags other than paper, belting and hose (not rubber), carpets (rag), cloth sponging and refinishing, clothing (horse), flags and banners, furs (dressed), hairwork, hammocks, hat and cap materials, house furnishings, n. e. s., mattresses and bedspreads, nets and seines, oakum, regalia, etc., upholstery materials, n. e. s., waste (cotton and other).
To Agriculture: clothing (horse, Mfr.). To Other Wood Products: imitation leather and coiled hair (Mfr.). To Yarn and Cloth: cloth sponging and finishing (production, Mfr.). To Clothing: hat and cap materials and dressed furs (Mfr.). To Consumption: house furnishings, mattresses, etc. (Mfr.). To Undistributed: bags, awnings, tents and sails, asbestos products, etc. (Mfr.).
Leather, Tanning
Includes leather tanning and finishing. The value of the total product of the industry includes 77 million dollars of hides and skins tanned on contract, which is not included in the value of the product of the industry as given in the Census.
To Automobiles: estimated on basis of Automobile Facts and Figures. To Other Wood Products: upholstery leather other than that assigned to automobile industry. To Chemicals: glue stock and fertilizer materials (Mfr.). To Printing and Publishing: bookbinders leather (Mfr.). To Yarn and Cloth: wool and hair (Mfr.). To Clothing: textile leather and hat sweats (Mfr.). To Leather, Tanning: rough leather (cost data, Mfr.). To Shoes: sole, upper, patent, and welting leather, less 55 million dollars assigned to consumption. To Other Leather Industries: estimated on basis of cost of materials as given in Mfr. To Consumption: rough estimate of leather used in shoe repairing. To Undistributed: residual.
Shoes
Includes boots and shoes, boot and shoe cut stock, boot and shoe findings.
To Boots and Shoes: cut stock and findings (Mfr.). To Consumption: boots and shoes (Mfr.).
Leather, Other Products
Includes belting leather, gloves and mittens (leather), saddlery and harness, pocketbook leather, trunks and valises, leather goods, n.e.s.
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To Consumption: trunks and valises, gloves and mittens, etc. (production, Mfr.). To Undistributed: includes 40 million dollars of leather belting.
Rubber Manufactures
Includes belting and hose (rubber), boots and shoes (rubber), rubber tires and tubes, and rubber goods, n. e. s.
To Automobiles: tires (estimated; four tires and tubes per automobile produced in I919) and rubberized cloth (estimated on basis of Mfr.). To Rubber Manufacture: reclaimed rubber (production, Mfr.). To Consumption: tires (total production of pneumatic tires less amount assigned to automobile industry), boots and shoes, druggists' and stationers' supplies, etc. (production, Mfr.). To Undistributed: includes solid tires (less amount assigned to automobile industry), hard rubber products, hose, etc.
39. Industries Not Elsewhere Specified.
Includes buttons, dairymen's and poultrymen's, etc. supplies, electroplating, enameling, engraving and die sinking, feathers and plumes, fire extinguishers (chemical), foundry supplies, glass cutting and staining, hand stamps, instruments (professional and scientific), japanning, jewelry and instrument cases, labels and tags, lamps and reflectors, models and patterns, musical instruments and materials, n. e. s., photographic apparatus, photographic materials, roofing materials, sand and emery paper and cloth, stencils and brands, surgical appliances, typewriter supplies, upholstery materials, n. e. s., wheelbarrows, artificial flowers, artificial limbs, artists' materials, china decorating, clocks, combs and hairpins not made of rubber, dental goods, fancy goods, n.e.s., ice manufactured, ivory, shell, and bone work, jewelry, lapidary work, mirrors, optical goods, pencils (lead), pens (fountain and stylographic), pens (gold), phonographs, pipes (tobacco), signs and advertising novelties, sporting and athletic goods, stationery, n.e.s., statuary and art goods, theater scenery, toys and games, umbrellas and canes, watch and clock materials, watch cases and watches, whips, window shades and fixtures, washing machines and wringers, all other industries.
To Agriculture: dairymen's, poultrymen's, etc. supplies (production, Ml?fr.). To Other Iron and Steel: foundry supplies (production, Mfr.). To Other Wood Products: upholstery materials, n. e. s. (production, Mfr.). To Yarn and Cloth: buttons for knit goods (cost data, Mfr.). To Clothing: buttons (rough estimate). To Construction: roofing materials (production, Mfr.). To Consumption: includes products of all industries from artificial limbs to all other industries as listed above. To Undistributed: residual.
Construction
Includes construction of multiple dwellings, public works and public utilities, business buildings, industrial buildings, residential projects by operators, individual-built homes, etc., educational buildings, social and recreational buildings, religious and memorial buildings, hospitals and institutions, public and government buildings, military and naval structures.
The total value of products, as given in the The total value of product is equal to the total operating and non-operating revenue of all railways, diminished by 809 million dollars, a sum which represents the total of financial transactions between separate railroads and consists of rent payments to other roads, interest and dividend payments to other roads, and the net income of "federal" roads.
The interpretation of railroad finances for the year I919 is considerably complicated by the repercussions of governmental control. The non-operating revenue of "corporate" railroads includes approximately 9oo million dollars paid by the Federal Treasury in compensation for "leased lines." On the other hand, in operating these "federal" roads, the government earned some net income. In the official accounting sheets, this amount appears twice, once in the income schedule of the "corporate" roads as a part of payment received for "leased lines," and again in the revenue account of the "federal" roads. In order to avoid this double counting, the latter item had to be subtracted from the aggregate railroad revenue.
The general scheme of distribution of transportation services is described in the first part of this article (see page II2).
To all branches of industry and agriculture: distribution of freight services is based on the The average per ton revenue on each particular type of commodity as given in this study is corrected for the main freight rate changes which took place between I9I9 and I922.
To Consumption: total revenue earned in connection with passenger traffic, which includes, in addition to the revenue on passenger account, receipts from transportation of excess baggage, the revenue from hotel accommodations owned by the railroads, etc. To Exports: estimated costs of domestic transportation of imported commodities (see page II2). To Undistributed: this residual item includes the net governmental payment for lease of lines to the amount of approximately 400 million dollars.
Imports
Includes commodity imports into the United States entered for domestic consumption (as listed in Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States, I919). Imports of gold and silver are excluded. The general principles of the import distribution are presented in the first part of this article (see page II2).
The declared values of each particular kind of imports are augmented by the amount of duty collected and by the proportional amount of domestic rail-transportation costs paid within the country (see Transportation to Exports). The statistical scheme used in distribution of imports is analogous to the set-up of the general table: it may best be represented by a two-way tabulation, in which the rows show the distribution of all the individual kinds of imports while the columns indicate the quantities of the different foreign goods absorbed by the respective industries. The detailed figures are given below in non-tabular form. Main headings refer to type of imports; subheadings indicate the industries in which the imports were absorbed. Slaughtering and meat packing To: Consumption.. .
5,473
To: Slaughtering and meat packing . Other iron and steel industries 89, 725 To: Agriculture.
.4,08
Other paper products Yarn ad oth Smelting and refining . 2I,868 To: Agriculture.2696 Flour and grist mills.590 Smelting and refining 41, 068 Other wood products. The results obtained thus for corporate enterises only are Other food products . 6,2I7 stepped up so as to cover each industry as a whole (see "Gross Steel works and rolling mills. 3, 34 Total Outlays" for manufacturing, below). Brass, bronze, et.3, 267 To Electric Utilities: comprises net incomq earned by "cor- 45 GfOS3 total outlays P65-3000-1 00-0000-0300.9)(105-9) Oq U. (10 0 00 0 (10 0 0 0 00-C 000.C 000.iI00400.co oo.*Oocoo.004 00-4100-40oiloo"4100. Table 5 ; figures in parentheses are percentages of the ne't totals of the columns (ne't isn 4/100 cf one per cent.
